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Abstract

: " . . Most sppl/~ of in database mining at present seem to, be ~centmled ~d the discovery of knowledge for
" -. . app~on~eriented ~on support. In this lmPer We descn~’a ~I for.enlmncing me performance of the

¯ "~ .:/ ’ " ~ ~ent sy.~ itself using ~anti~ captured.by ~~g techniques. We investigate the use
. : : of~ mtningin ~portlng State-aware qU~ opdmizaace where improved performance is sought by

¯ d~tu~,Mlytlgl~_~ngthe u~on of available ges~.

¯. We conzkler, in pertic.n!m’, theuse of seman, tic knowledge in enlmncing the system performance and the u~on
. .:-i of ~ hardware such as l~’s SC~ by. ,senq~ntJc qUe~y,~fonn*1!~fio~The ~ is to discover semantic
i: ..... fmfotinatlon about .th.e’data stored in~e d,tA~.using .~ mining tec~ues ~ use it to reformulate queries
~:. m ~ better use ~m,~tabteresoui’CeS at me:mn.e ofexecufion of the q~,:Th~/the execution strategy of the
" ~ is ~ On th.e cunent staie of the system .(and so ’stat~’nware~). ~ ach/eve tlds we create a rewr/te system,

¯ ~_,~tng of rules and equations mined ~m the ,~,,Jh_~, that rewrites q~es made to the database for state-
"awm’# exlg;lt/on.

We pro.vide m architecture for this query pre-processor and discuss performance comddeml~ns involved in its
¯ kup~on.

Keywmds : Database Mining, Semantic Query Reformulaann, Rewrite Systems, Associative Memories,
Specialized ~ Hardware. Resource UaU,~am.

1. Introduction

.Developers of !arge database applications are often f~ed with performance boulen~.and am ~,qui~l m develop

i~ /~,,.~,ov~,~ m~ to,~s ~em. x. ~s~ we ~m~ =~h~.ofaquery ~-pro~.orempioys ~ mining.lec!miques m help distribute me query load ovm" me available resources (’mte-awm’~’
¯ : ’-.query optimizat/on)reducing problems of resource boundeAness.

Database mining uw.Jmiqum can be employed for achieving state-aware Query Opttml-mlon for three separate
iwpom

¯ Dme~on of~om~ being un~k=-utnised
i " , ~m’muktion of heuristics affecting the utilisation of the resomce

¯ Dim:overy ofndes from,~,,, require, to refonn,,~-,~ queries m increase u "ulismJon of me resomce

Fog. the firsttwopmposes, Le. the detection of under-u~ ~ and me formulation of heurist/cs about the
~m of the re~, ~ mining algori~sne~l to be ~ for detecting aaaodation patterna in dn,~
about queries executed, their ~ ,~At~dcs and their execution plans.
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¯ t

we mmua~ in ~ p,x~ on the a=d p~, we inVesaSa~ ~e po~ble mR of ,a~mb~.. mU~g to d~,ov=
rules from data required tO reformulate queries, This is done by using the STRIP ulgorsdun [ANAN93b]. The
STRIP alg .mimm can be employed in two aiff~nt ways

¯ D~scovery of allruies implicitly present in the database, independently of what is required for query
~’ reforll~n!ndolrl

,.’.¯ * Goal ~ dlscovery of rules
In seclton 5 we describe how the S~ mining algorithm can be employed for the discovery of rules independently
of me qu~ ret’m~n,_,!.,~cm wUi~ Secu0n 6 describesme role of STUn’ in me goul~iimc~ dlscov~ of nae~

¯ , The moelvmlon for ~ work ~nted ~ this paper ~ from performance re~ work un.dermken by the anmors: a meNo,~ ~..u~ ~u~ns m~ua~e cram). The NUm pro;~y ~mcm damb~ sys~m is one of me
largeit relational database systems under .devel~t ~ E~I ~ ~e/is aPProximately 20 GB in size,
~buttd over five regions ofthe h0nsingex~utive. It ~ an expec~ work load of 3700 on,line transactions per

: regIOm per day and ~ on.line uitem, his implemented m 11 ICL’s DRS6000 mac~ ,~g INORES/Star.

The slze~of me NmB. a,,.._~ase appncmlon ~ me devel~,wim a umber 0fl~rommnce problems and
-... ~.u~a ~or ~nmova~. ve soluaons was ~ ~ l~m me ~mms un~ an inv~saaon of the xns.~
::.! .....~h Acce|m~r developed by !~ in c~~onwithl ~i ~. [INOR]~ ~ehean of the Ingres Search

’if: i " ...Ac~~ is SCAPS; the ~nt g~on Of I~ s C0n~ Addre~l¢ File $~ (CAFS) t’BABB79,
’:" ’" BABBg.5,COUL72,LEUN85]. SCAFS tsa ~nd filter 4m~base machine ~ can perform associative searches~

" ". Ou~Jadonai~ tables. The advanmSes’of the Ingres ~h Ac~lm’m~are :
" " * i .it off-!~ thocPU which Would oth~ be using most of its fimein trivial comparisons

¯ + it reduces the I/O traffic as only:those tuples that satisfy the queryare passed into main memory

.. ~ ~-_~ stuaim peaormed on sc,~s [ANAN~ 93a] for the Nm~ a~caaon showed mat me ~ngres Query Opamizer
¯ (1~). ufili~s SCAFS tO. a~ ~um. Tbe~clusion W~ ~in m l ~sentslme SCAFS ,w~uld not b e of

: much ~p m fldsapplir~on. This ledma se~.h for meth~ ~could make SCAFS ’usable [ANAN93] for the
.... NI~ appnuuion in pm~ular, andlarge~ appli~ wire high ~don taxes in genmL

. The study of SC.3kFS [ANAN93a] resulted in a set of heuristics ~ Could ~ct when the IQO would decide on
:. using S~AFS and when it would decide against it. ~ suggested ~way forward was to design a ’Query
" Pre~so~ fi~t could Iransform the query input into a form that Would make the IQO decide to use SCAFS.

Refcmulm!on of queries using knowledge hasbeen studied in ~ detail in the topic of Semantic Query

¯ : from S~ because it Ibm a diffezeut ~,W~e SQO ~ ~edat ~g the cost of query proce~.g, the
mfic q~ry pre-~ssor mmsforms queries m ~e be~ use of the#v~le resources. For example, if the

--~ . CPU is v~:bnsy, reformuladng a querym ~it ~ SCAFS nm~:l~. ~beneficial f.~me system as a whole
, "eve, n if the ~ time for this query would be ~r tlian the re .s~.n~.. time of ~ Origlnul query. In this sense

-: . m opa~,.-~on is ’m-awm’,.So~ ovmm w~ execua~i~ e~ a~thou~ the response ame of me
.-.::~: nd’o~,,,almedquery maybegreaU~rI ~dmt for :meori~ query, ~us, ~e 8oulof ~que~y pre-processor is to

/:-~ epthnlN me ufll!zsflon lind throughput peffmice indices ~I]~ ~ the response time which is
. : .. of~n~ n~ of ~tereSt in I~fm ~.Fora ~m intensive applie~ion like that of me housing

" execu~ve, opinions me mmughput and ~~of resources are of primary impmance.

TI~. reles ~ ~mn dam baseS .using ~ mi~8 [AN.a, JqgSb,PL~T91,1PIAT93,AGRA93a, AGI~,93b]
ca be ¢~ m fcmn rides ~ a mvri~ system C1~901. In our ~ the, u~ns of ~ rewrite system would
be the semr~ ~dons ~ the q~ (see :secaon 3for It de~ ~uss!on on ~e !~write system used in our query
pm.~). ~ang mms~mi0n ~s in Seanana~ ~ Opamizaxiou as rewrite rules has been

ITm limk ld~ otto smoctmt,m ,mm~ ts m spp/y sumelmrdws~ sm~ 1o~ dtn~lym ~ ~ m a k ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ d~ ~ ~
M’dm IMml m I~ mmsmim~ sm~u d~, dmmml m dmfims* rumpuS, d~m~by no* anly mddc~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~g ~e ~ ~~
to Im,--.~a ma by tim lmmUw.
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¯ ~ by O,~t.~var~y et.aL [CHAgS4]. ~write ~ms have ~o bee, u~ in the context of representing
~ "" ~ tra~formations2 in Rule Based Qu’ery Op~on [OR.AE87]. The Semantic Query Preoprocessor

"~ (SQP) regards the rules discove~d from the databa~ as rules in a rewrite ~sWm.

rest of the paper ts in the following format..Fu~, we have two review sections for our system q~plic~on. In

"iii~}:i~ ~- ./i I~ .x, I~fl~we gjve a ~ew of work be, ing done in/semi!(:°q~ry op~on, InI partlc-lnr we focus on~m ~sgested by =-~L,~hers t. SO3. ~0"13 reviews ~w,~ ~S ~d inu~e.~ the re.re system

(~ k~.wledge to g~d~ tile ~h for ~owledge by ~ mdning a!g(~’thm, for que~ reform.,1,tion.
~w.e he~=e the ~ of ~mesperrorm~ ear, ero. SC~Sb~ the ~thm ~XNg~a]. These heuristics

- m em~-re~, ~ to ~ w~ ~ow. ~cs in ~. 2: Se~ ~ ~bes the~o~re of the semantic

¯ ,:.: p=-p .or, in au a o, how Soa U,e d r.overy of rate,
’ ’: m!t~databaSe mining techniquescan be used in the query pre-proceum,.

2. Semantic Query Optimization

.̄- . King [KING79 .,KINOSI] and, independently, ~er et. aL ~80] ~troduced a technique of query
:’.: ’i" opdm!-Jdoa that used knowledge aboutthe ~f~ in the ~, i.e. do~ ~ndent strategies, for query
: ~g. This techn!que came to be ~bwn. Semantic Qu~ ~liml-e~on ($(~))i S(~K:) uses knowledge

: : ~ the ~;e Stored in the ~ W mmsform queries into Other queries ~are sem~tically equivalent i.e. ~,At
/, " ~ thesme amW~" .the ofi~4nal qu~esbuthave slower exec~onCosL The ~owledge on which the

i" Ya el. al [NU891 Suggasted the ~ of Dy~cCo~aint$. These ate ~ ~ frequently satisfied by the
::i-. &.,~but ~ not always be true. These constraints would n~ to be ~ when updates are made to the
-~i ~ as~ ~hue may afro-t the ~ruth-value’ of the contr. Yh~se seman~¢ Query optimize, have the

" advantage of being relatively easy to change. New domain factstrotbe easily added as can new optlm;-Jtlon
¯

’ ~Biq~,

¯ . ge~: Query ~on uses two ~ of knowledge:
’: ¯ .Semantic Integri~. . and ~c Constraints or Trons/ormation Knowledge, used to Iransform given queries

s Heuristics’from Conventional Query Opl~t-~aon or Domain £~owledge that help to guide the transformations.

¯ ~ [KINGS l] Wovides a mt of heuristics for controlling the uansformalions of queries. The heuristics are sub-
.. ~livtaed into two Snmps:
¯ " s Hetwisdcs for.considering a transformation and

¯ "~ for rejecting a uansformaeon

2.1 Heuristics for considering transformations

¯ . ’ For a gtvea query there are p0m’bly a ~ number of ca~. ’date semantic transformations available
¯ . in therewdto ~ste~ Thus,.a me, of ~~g the number of candJ_d~t_e semantic
:~~On, is req~ ~ ~cs pm~ in ~,_’~ ~no.. ~ a ~f~ senwe¢

.... t=mfemmiOn i.e. a transfonnat/on that would reduce the rest of execution of the query.

¯ 2.1,1 ladex la~ : Ira table involved in the query is indexed on an attribute O~t is not

~ ~. " . possible i.e; if it tankeep semantic equivalence.
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example, co~ider the following query
, ~elect surnmne,~dd, ess

.... from employees ..... Q1
¯ where income > I0000

:- $~ the table employees is indexed on the field empno and we have the following
’ ~ ". Tran~ormatlon Knowledge :

. : ¥1ncome ¯ 9000 then emp_nO > 300.
:, T~ ~ my be ~uf~ned m

select surname,address
IP l~ ~ from employees ..... Q2

where income > 10000
¯ aademp_no>300

~, .Tt~ query can now u~ll,e the index on crop_no and therefore has a lower execution cost.

2.1.2 Join lntngin~lon: If a relation not involved in the que~ hasa clustering links into a much larger
" : " . file that isinvolved in the query, the relation should be added to the que~ even though this
. ~--.. iintzoduces an extra join.
" ’ l~0¢example, cormiderthe following SQL query

..... " select surname,address
" from employees ..... Q3
~ where income ̄ 10000

Īfthe~re ~ a clusu~’ing !ink from tableemperks into table employsea and emperks is much smaller
tlum employees, ~c following query will have a lower execution costeven though a join has been

¯

select employees.vurname ~mployees~Idress
¯ .from employees,emperks

- Where employees.income > 10000 .... Q4
: and employees:crop_no = emperks.emp_no

Z!3 Scan ~tion : If one of the tab.los involved in a join is unrestricted while the other table is
¯ :: ~.. in~gldy restricted, restrictions should be added, if possible, on the unrestricted table.¯ " Pot’ example, Consider the SQL query

" ff l select eaurname,el.car
’ from employees e,emperks el ..... Q$

where e.income ̄ 10000
: l ~ e’~ 1 el.crop_no

Īfwe’havethe following Tran~ormation Knowledge
: ~i i ¢ ~ncome > I000o t~n here_allowance- ~0

-. The following.query is semantic~y equivalent to the query above
~ l : ~ " . se!ecte-y.urname,el.car
..... from employees e,emperks el

: "w~re t.income ¯ 10000 Q6,~, .iese

,, . and el ~heuse_allowance = 10
and e.emp_no = el.crop_no

2,1A Ja[n eltm. ~on: If atable is involved in a join but none of it’s attributes axe in the output list of
¯ i the~, tm~form~/ontoeliminate the table from the query should be

.... .: FOg ~mple, consider the SQL query below:
" ’ l" ~ ’l~l :~ ’ l . ~ct e.vtoz~e,e.address

": i from employees e,emperks el
where e.lncome ̄ 10000 ..... Q7
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and e.emp_no ffi el.emp no
¯ The following SQL query is semantically equivalent and has no join and therefore has a lower execution cost :

select surname,address
from employees ..... Q8
where e.income > 10000

(Note : The query Q7 would have a lower execution cost ff there was a clustering link between the tables
employees and emperks)

2.2 Heuristics for rejecting a transformation

Given a particular query, the heuri~cs provided in this section define semantic transformations that
would notbe useful in the attainment of a lower cost of execution of the query. Such transformations
should not be applied to the query.

2,2.1Do not introduce uniinked joins
¯ The example given in 2.1.2 would not be a cost reducing transformation if there was no clustering
link from emperks into employees.

2.2.2Do not remove tables with highly restricted attributes which have clustering links on them. In the
example in section 2.1A if there existed a clustering link from emperks and employees, the
transfmmatton from Q7 to Q8 would increase the execution cost and should therefore not be
performed.

2.2.3 A relation highly restricted on an attribute with a clustered index should not be transformed.
select surname,address
from employees .... Q8
where income > 10000
and emp_no > 300

If we have the following Transformation Knowledge
¯ ¯ ~fincome > 10000 then emp_no > 300

A-transformation Of Q9 to the query below should be rejected if there is a clustering index on
emp_no.

select surname,address
from employees ..... Q9
where income > 10000

The Semantic Query Pre-processor proposed in this paper differs fromquery optimizers (both conventional and
semantiC) in that it takes into account the present stateof the running d~_!~base sYstem. Consider a large database
application with.a large workload. Use of Conventional and Semantic Query Optimizers can reduce the cost of
proceming a query, but what happens when the CPU cannot handle any more queries or the I/O channels are too
busy to support any new queries ? Tha Woposed SQP takes these environmental limitations into account and using
teclmiques borrowed from SQO reformulates the queST to be more suitable for processing using specialized
lumiware. In the environment of our application the Specialized hardware is SCAFS. Using it increasing the load
on the I/O channels and CPU only ma~gina!ly allowing alarger nUmber of queries to be processed concurrently.
TheTrart~formation Knowledge in the SQp iS the same as that in tit e SQO but the SQP drifters in its Domain
gnow/edg~, The Domain Knowledge has the same role, i.e. to guide thelquery transformation, but it differs due to
the change in goal The goal of the SQP is notreducing the cost of processing or reducing response time but to
make the query more suitable for execution using SCAFS i.e. llrtakir~g more efficient use of ~.

The Domain Knowledge for the SQp consists of a set of heuristics errived at by a previous study of SCAFS
undertaken by the antfiors [ANAN93a]. At pre~nt work is being undertaken in the authors’ laboratory to find ways
of discovering these heuristics themselves automaticaliy using database mining techniques.
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3. Rewrite Systems

In this section we first give some general definitions of rewrite systems along with a brief review of research work
¯ in progress in this field. We then define the rewrite system used by us for our semantic pre-processor.

Rewrite Systems [DERSg0] are a set of ~ted equations usedto c0mpute the simplest form possible for a flmnula
by ~dly replacing sub-~ of the given formula with equal terms. The final result of an unextendible
sequence of rule applications is called a norma/form.

In rewrite systems we have a set of terms called constructor terms built using constructors. Constructors are the set
of irrednc~le symbols~ Theobjecfive of a rewrite systemisto replace sub-terms consisting of non-construcwr or
x̄lector terms with constructor sub,terms, This process is ~ until a constructor term is obtained. A system is

to’be $~y[ciently complete if according to the semanticS, every termis equal to (i.e. can be rewritten as) a term
built only from consm~tors.

An equation is an tmordered pair of terms {s,t} in ~ which is denoted by s ~ t. A term T in ~ rewrites to Y in ~,
l +4a r, if I has a sub-term that is an instance of one side of an equation in E and r is the result of replacing that sub-
tenn with the conesponding instance of the other side of the equation.

Rewrite rules impose directionality on the use ofequations in proofs. A rule over a set of terms, ~, is an ordered
pair el,r> of terms, which we write as I ~ r. Like eq~tlous, rules are used to replace instances of T by

of me right-hand side ~. A set of such rules form a term-rewriting system. For¢¢nespondinginstances ’ ’ ’ ......
completeness we restate the formal definition of a rewrite given in [DERS90] :

Defn: For a given term-rewrite system, R, a term s in ~ rewrites to a term t in Y, written s -’~R t if

s~ = 1o and t = s[rO]p for some rule 1 ~ r in R, position p in s and substitution ¢7.

A subsl/tution, o, is a special kind of replacement operation uniquely defined by a mapping from variables to
terms v~rinen as {xI --~ Sl,X2 --, s2..,.,Xm--~ Sm}~ A term t in ~r matches a term s in ~ if so = t for some
substitution o. t is said to be an instance of s or we say that s subsumes t.

The sub-term, s~ at which the rewrite can take place is called the redex. If no redex exists the term s, is said to be
irreducible or inrnonnal form.

Let us now consider how we might use this technique in our query pre-processor. Consider a relation ~ with
auribute set ~ = {AI,A2,.....,An}. In accordance with a set of heuristiCS for pre-processing which will be given
in the next section, the attribute set d can be partitioned into two setse~and ~, where ~ is the set of attributes in

that c~an be searched Using SCAFS and~ is thesetof attributes in A that Cannot besearched using SCAFS (i.e. the
Ingles query optimizer would prefer not to use SCAFS for searching on these attributes). Therefore, for a query to
be processed using SCAFS-the search condition Of thequery must only consist of terms involving auributes in e.
Tetras involving attributes in. f are called constructor terms while those involving attributes in d are called selector
terms. Thus, the goal ofthe rewrite system is to rewd~ query.search conditions that include terms involving
attributes in ~ into query search conditions with terms involving only attributes in ~.

, The rewrite system above consists of eq,~t!ons and rules. In the case of relational databases, eq-~ons would
~epresem l~U, tial ~denu’ry dependende~ while rules would define l~rtialfunc~onal dependencies. Bell [B~I J 93]
defines a functional dependency asa statement denotedX--~ Y, whereboth X and Y are sets of attributes in
relation ~, which holds in ¯ if and ̄only if, for everypalr of tuples, u and v, if u[X] = u[Y] then v[X] = v[Y].
Also, an!dent#y dependency, denoted X t-~Y, holds when X ~Y and Y --~ X. We define a par~’alfunctional
dependency as a functional dependency that is not true for the whole domain of X i.e. for some values of X there is
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a unique value for Y. Associated with a partial functional dependency is a dependency measure. The dependency
measure, din, is calculated as :

dinMI

(no. of unique values of X that have a unique value of Y assoc~tted with it)

(total number of unique values of X).

We say that a~da/Men~ty dependency exists between X and.Y ff for certain values of X there is a unique value .
Of Y and for those values of Y there are uniquevalues of X, As in ~e case.of a partial functional dependency, a
partial identity dependency has a dependency measure associated vath it, which is measured as :

dm

(no. of unique values of X that have a unique value of Y associated with i0

(total number of unique values of X).

m

(no. of unique values of Y that have a unique value of X associated with i0

.(total number of unique values of Y).

.. Clearly, for a functional dependency or an identity dependency, the value of dm is 1, Thus the dependency
measure indicates as to how close the partial functional er identity dependency between X and Y is to a functional
or identity dependency between the two fields.

The equations and rules required for the rewrite system can be automatically generated using algorithms developed
in the field of database mining like STRIP [ANAN93b] and KID3 [PLAT91]. We use the STRIP algorithm.

4..Domain Knowledge for the SQP

Tests carried out on SCAFS [ANAN93a] for the NIHE application revealed that the Ingles Query Optimizer was
not using SCAFS W its full potential. Theme of ~nmry and Secondary access:methods is preferred most of the
lime to’using SCAFS. The Ingres Search Aceel "era/or only employs SCAFS after it has decided to scan the whole
,fable being queried without taking into’account the advantages to be ~ed by using SCAFS. Thus, we came to
the conclusion thatthe Ingres Search Accelerator and the Ingres Query Optimizer are very loosely coupled and
some method needed tO be developedto bridge this gap between them.

We, therefore, sought a set of heurisfi’c~ which would indicate siuuuions under which SCAFS would be used for a
particular query. These heuristics are ~ to guide the database mining algorithm in its search for knowledge
¯ which could be used for query reformulation. The study of SCAFS resulted in the following heuristics :

ILllf the search condition in the query contains a restriction on a primary attribute of the relation SCAFS is no
used.

H.2 If the search condition contains a restriction on an attributewith a secondary access method, SCAFS is not used
unless the expected number of tuples satisfying the query is greater than approx, s% of the relation size where,

, " .S = 13.83. for hash file orga,17Atlon
s̄ = 9.75 for iSAM file organization
s = 8.74 for BTree/Lie organization

IL3 If the search condition contains an attribute with.an associated access method but the access method is not
nsable due tO the unture 0f the predicate, SCAFS is used (e.g. a condition of the type account_no < 100 where
the relation is hashed on account_no cannot use the hash function for the search).

HA If the search condition !~, a disjunction in it, SCAFS is always used.
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Keeping the above heuristics in mind we shaU now discuss the applicability of the heuristics for semantic query
optimization given byKing [KING81] as listed in section 2.1.

A. Index Introduction : Clearly from the heuristics ILl-H.4 introducing indexes in the query is not recommended
aS this would ensure the use of the index rather than SCAFS. Infact, rather than index inlzoduction, for the
SQP Index £1i~nation is recommended.

B. Join Introduction: The reason for introducing new joins in SQO is to take advantage of indexes (see 2.1.2).
Therefore, Join Inlroduction is not useful for the SQP.

C. Scan Reduction : Scan Reduction is useful for the SQP as the ~eater the restrictions on the tables the greater is
¯ the advantage Of using SCAFS. The join ~on has to be performed/n~e host machine itself and so by
.restricting relations more we me reducing tlie number of tuples being sent to the host machine, by SCAFS, for
the join opmuion.

D. Join Elimination ; Join e~’mation is useful for the SQP as a lower number of join operation implies less work
for the host n~, chine. Therefore ff~o!ns can be eliminated they should be.

i i i ~.,

5. The Semantic Query Ire-processor and its Usage

In section 4, we enumerated the Domain Knowledge that would be used by the Semantic Query Pre-processor. As
can be seen from the heuristics abovei the SQP uses some of ~e h~tics used by Semantic Query Optimizers.
Thus, lhe SQP performsa cena~ amount of query 0pfim~on though this is more Of a by-product rather than the
main goal. The main objective of theSQP iS to use SCAFS where required. The basic idea behind the SQP is
given in Table. 1.

if (SCAFS is not busy)
{

if (CPU is busy)
or (I/O Iraffic is heavy)
or(cost_of_query(SCAFS) - cost_of..query(~SCAFS) < threshold)
{

}
else

{

,Reformulate Query using Domain Knowledge
and Transformation Knowledge to use SCAFS

Reformulate Query using Domain Knowledge
and Transformation Knowledge to reduce the
cost of execution of Query

Table 1 : The Semantic Query Pre-processor (SQP)

Figure 1 shows the role of the SQP. h acts as a filter between the query input and the conventional query
opemi .

The Trat~ormation Knowledge used by the SQP consists of two types of knowledge : Static (Integrity
Conslraints) and Dynamic (knowledge about the dAtA stored in the database that is frequendy Irue but not always
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°.

Irue) Knowledge. The STRIP database mining algorithm working in depen~dy of the query preprocessor
¯ discovers eq,,n!!ons and rules.that form the Dynamic TvanM’o~tion KnOwledge of the pre.processcf (we discuss

the Soal-dlrected discovery roie of database, mining in the nexisecdon)~ These equations and rules need to be
upda.ted along with any updatesm~ to the dn!~ in.the database.To reduce this overhead of updating the Dyno~c
Xn~ledse, mes~e of the knowledge base may be restricted m a ~,predef’med.size using a method similar to
duuU~t by Siegel eL al [SIEG92] for discovering rules for SQO.We define our method in the next secaon. The
TranM’ormation Knowledge forms the rewrite system iamt rewrites queries as described in section 3 above.

STrong
Rule
Induction
in. Parallel Transformation

Host

Machine
,¯¯ . Semantic Query Pre - processor

(SQP) Query

" I Conventional. (CQo)Query Optimizer 

¯ fig. 1 : The role of Database Mining in the Semandc Query Pre-processor (SQP)

The Domain Knowledse used by the pre-processor has already been described in section 4 as a set of
heuri tics used m guide the semantic wansformafions (The role of the STRIP algorithm in goal-directed database
mining is discussed in the next section).

The Machine Usage lqformation is provided by the UNIX sys~m activity report (mr) utility which is 
itandardUNIX performance moni~ring utility. The estimation of query costs is carried out using a
method similar to that given by King [KING81].

6. Performance Considerations

In this section we will discuss how the performance of the SQP can be improved i.e. how the cost of the SQP can be
reduced. The main idea is to reslrict the s~e Of the l ransfonnafion knowledge and use database mining techniques in
a goal~lirected rule discovery role (see fig. 2).

The only variable in.the architecture of the SQP is the size of the mmsformation knowledge. There is a ~ff
be(ween the cost ofthe SQP and the. completeness of the IransformAtlon knowledge. The effect of the size of the
Inmsfafmation knowledge on ,the c0St Of the SQP is two fold :

*̄ The larger the size of the,transformation knowledge base, the greater is the cost of reformulAHon
of queries as therewould ~ a larger.set Of candidate transformations for any given query.

: ~"w The larger the transformation knowledge base, the greater is the cost of up0~dng the dynamic
" ummfommtion knowledge whenev~ updatesare made m the database.
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Tiros tbe cost of the SQP is directly proportional to the size of the knowledge base and restricting the size of the
knowledge base can be benefic/al from a performance viewpoint.

We concenwate only on the ~’ansaction queries hereand ignore MIS queries, as they use SCAFS anyway.

The mmsoc:fion queries are ~efined and are known at the design stage of the application. Thus, the static
. .. !reJ~f. " ormation knowledge (Integr/ty Cons~, aboknOwn at the d~gn stage) can be applied to these queries 

¯ i ~the implementation stage of.. the i application and thetwoversims ~ ~ query., stored. As the static transformation
knowledge never ~ges,lthe~ copies ofthe querieswili: always be semantically exlu/valent. Thus, we are left to
deal only with the dynamic uandorma~on knowledge and a set otparfiASSy u’ansformed queries.

NoW suppose we have to limit the size of the dynmnic transformation knowledge to k rules / equations due to
perforiannce considerati0ns. Using the STRIP ~ese miningalgo~ [ANAN93b] we can generate from the

. databa~ as above,an imti~ randomset ofk rules / eq~ns. To~h ofthe~ rules we associate an interest
¯ ime~,e, v~o~ form~ for ~ m~ of n~s have ~n suggested in DAtAbase Mining literature
: ’ [PIATgI,PIAT93] btlt we reckon l/utt the nieasure given by Siegel et: al. [SiEG92] is the most appropriate for the¯

$ .$ie el ft. alsu esteda m~ure based oh dA~AhA~eusa e ~ Durin a trandonn " " "¯ ~ !g . . ¯ gg ...... . . .... _ ....... . g p . . . g at/on ifaparucular
rule is not found in the Iransf~i~ation knowledge base, ~ ~e is ~nsidered to be a ca~dl.do~e rule and gets an
interest measure associa~ with it as well. Whenever the interest meas~ ~iated with any of the candidate

¯ rules becomes greater, than ~he interest measure of any of the rules in the transformation knowledge base, STRIP is
īnvoked to verify tbe candidate ride which, if verified, replaces the ~e with slower interest measure in the
transformation knowledge base.

STrong
Rule
Induction
in Parallel

MiningHost= Algorithm

Machine

Transformation

Semantic Query Pre - processor
(saP)

Conventional Query Optimizer¯ (CQO)

Query

fig. 2 : The role of Database Mining in the SQP as a goal-directed rule discoverer

."the fmmala for interest measure t~ed.in the SQPis based on the scheduling method used by SCAPS [ANAN93a].
Inthis fmmula, apart from database ?~.eepatxems, the i~Ctivity of rules present in the lnmsformation knowledge

. ~ asW~ as candidate rules affects the in=rest measureof therule. The interest measure of a rule diminishes
. with the amo=t of time that it has been_ inactive. ~ ~e meas=~ewould bemore accurate for the SQp than the
one 8iveii by Siegel et. aL, as the following example will show :
Consider a rule, R1, in the lransformation knowledge base that is used 200 times a day within an hour. Then our
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interest measure would replace this rule by another rule, R2, once RI has been inactive for a while, as the interest
measure of R1 will have ~hed. This would not be the case if we use the formula provided by Siegel et. al.

The database usage patterns and ~tivity of rides information is stored as domain knowledge and forms part of the
input to the STRIP database mining algorithm changing its role to a goal-directed rule discovery algorithm (see fig.
2).

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have shown how database mining can be used in a System performance problem as opposed to its
usual application usage. Optim’m~ien of ~ of ~ and throughput is carded out by transforming

¯ quezies into $emanti~fly equivaient queri¢~ ~t u~e remurees w~ availAhili~ varies. We have discussed how
databaseminin8 leclmiquek ferm an m~gral part of the architec!me of such a query preprocessor in obtaining rules
for qu~ reformulation, el~er ~dependent of the goal or goal~ted. We beh’eve tl~ the use of the Semantic

Preprocessor in large, Iransection in~ve data~ management systems promises additional performance
enhancement, particularly if we have a possibility of onder-utilizafion of some valuable resources.

As the heuristics for ~e utilisatj’on of SC~ were known to the antho~fi-om a previous study of SCAFS
[ANAN93a], we have not used da!~e mining techniques for discevefing the heuristics in the presented work.

¯ However weare currently:stud~g methods of confinn~g the he,tics induced during the empirical study of
SCAFS [ANAN93a] using d~t~b~ mining techniques.
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